Work ethic
good says
head printer

I believe whole-heartedly in
the work ethic," said John
Woodman, a former student
and head printer at
California Polytechnic State
University.

Woodman used an essay by
American economist...


**Letters**

**Write-in candidate was not authentic**

Editor:

On the eve of the recent AB elections, someone placed posters around the campus urging the student body to write-in a candidate. The candidate, Mike Warlaw, was not an authentic write-in candidate, but rather a stunt put on by the student body. Posters of the false candidate appeared in the hallways and on bulletin boards throughout the campus on Monday morning.

The stunt was not authentically carried out by the student body. A write-in candidate must be placed on the ballot by a registered student, faculty, and administrative staff member, as stated in the AB regulations. In this case, the student body did not follow the proper procedure and did not present a reasonable argument for accepting the candidate.

Jonathan Lin
Editor's Note: The student body has been involved in the development project of the jungle area. This work is part of larger jungle redevelopment project which has recently been done by the entire 1978-1879 architectural student body.

---

**Pool hours**

The swimming pool behind the Max Y. Weiser Union is now open for use by Cal Poly students, faculty, and staff. The hours will be from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. Monday through Friday, and noon to 4:00 p.m. on Saturdays and Sundays.

---

**Paint defended**

Editor:

In response to the letter published Friday concerning the repainting of Bonneita lab, I feel I must respond to the content of this letter.

Since the beginning of Spring Quarter, I have been involved with the architectural development project of the jungle area. This work is part of larger jungle redevelopment project which has recently been done by the entire 1978-1879 architectural student body.

The classes were asked to prepare design proposals for the jungle area. These proposals were then placed in the architectural gallery for display, evaluation, and critique. From these proposals a composite design will be presented to the administrative staff for approval.

As far as the administration is concerned, (i.e. the planning staff) they have been very cooperative and informative. In fact, enthusiastic about the graphic project. They have not stifled creative thought nor design, only that proper procedures by followed. These procedures are outlined in the student initiated procedures and administrative manual Section 28.

As the reason for repainting is concerned, I can only give my opinion. These graphics were put up without proper cooperation with our administrative procedures, so these were predesigned to the report on Sirhan’s gun.

---

**Flag girls to try out soon**

Flag girls tryouts will be held this Thursday, May 10. Deadline for entry blanks and additional information are outlined in the American University Student Union, Room 1378 Tournamont of Cal Poly Koo Float Club at 7:10 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom. There will be a 1:00 cash prize awarded for the chosen theme. There will be two categories. American Ingenuity and Projet Ability. American Legends and American Politicians.

---

**Gregory...**

(continued from page 1)

Rod Gregory holds that for people who believe in a God, according to Gregory there is no God. According to Gregory who he is, he is nothing but a God-like being. He believes that there is no God, and the world is nothing but a illusion.

Using an example of planting a tree to the root hole, he says that it is a matter of God-like being who believes it is possible to do it. Gregory said that he would do it, and that he would also do it in the future. Gregory believes that he can do it because he believes in a God-like being who believes it is possible to do it.

---

**Green Bros. Sale**

40% off all suits
50% off Special group sports coats
50% off Special group jackets
25% off All cuffed belts and flairs

---

**30th Annual SALINAS VALLEY FAIR PRESENTS**

Country Music Greats
JERRY REED
JUNE 18, 7:30 & 9 P.M.
Pozo River Bottom Band
Fri. & Sat., May 17 & 18
KAY AUSTIN & BILLY ARMS
SAT. MAY 18
WESTERN PACIFIC CARNIVAL Daily MAY 16 - 20 KING CITY

---

**Unity Center is presenting a film series**

The Unity Center is presenting a film series. The Unity Center is located in the Student Union Building, Room 1378.

---

**Wordeman...**

(continued from page 1)

There is a need for this type of decision-making factor in efficiency on the job.

The relation of the employee and the manager in the production system itself determines the output of the system, Wordeman said. Meeting the goals of the employee into the goals of the system will result in increased productivity, as well as job satisfaction and enrichment.

---

**Unity Center is presenting a film series**

The Unity Center is presenting a film series. The Unity Center is located in the Student Union Building, Room 1378.

---
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**Movie buffs to get backstage peek**

Film fans, movie buffs and students of cinema will have opportunity for a week long behind the scenes look at Hollywood and the movies beginning today.

Paul Wims, KCED film critic, will speak tonight and Wednesday night at 8 p.m. in Chumash Auditorium. Tonight he will show and discuss the film, "Gone with the Wind," the realistic pictorial picture which captured an Academy Award in 1939. It is to be shown on the anniversary of the movie's release.

A semi-biographical film, the story of the making of "Gone with the Wind," was written by the film critic, Richard Ellis.

On Wednesday, Wims will discuss American experimental films.

**Aero student wins wings in navigation**

David Ashdown, aeronautical engineering student here, has recently won his Observer's Wing at the Civil Air Patrol. This was achieved by passing both a ground exam and a practical examination of his ability to perform various navigational training exercises. This exam covered all phases of aerial navigation and the student was tested on objects as they presented themselves on a map of the area. The student was scored on the accuracy of his map reading ability.

Ashdown is a lieutenant in the Civil Air Patrol and is the Casualty Program Officer of the Flying Cadet Squadron which meets at the 21st Street Airport.

Anyone interested in enrolling in the organization may write to Lt. Ashdown at 21st Street Airport.

**Candidates for judge will debate**

Three candidates for municipal court judge will hold a debate from 11 to 11:30 a.m. tomorrow in the library here.

Participating in the debate will be Bruce Smith, incumbent judge; Sam Billings, who was on the ballot last year; and Judge Jack L. Green, retired from private duty in San Luis Rey.

There is no admission fee, and the public is invited to attend.

**Land usage controversy called misunderstanding**

A misunderstanding between the campus Natural Resources Management and Biological Resources Management department resulted in an extension of the Space and Land Allocation Committee's powers to review campus land uses.

According to Dr. Marvin Whitle, head of the Natural Resources Department, an advanced fire technique class taught by Dr. Walter Mark was going to clear five acres of chaparral as an exercise in brush clearance for firefighting training.

Mark had made arrangements with the Animal Science Department who has control of the land. The five acres of cleared land would be needed to provide extra grazing area for the bull pastures.

A site was selected by the Animal Science Department and a site visit was made to the site.

Suggestions now needed for gift

Suggestions now needed for gift

Suggestions for senior week plans must be submitted by Thursday, May 17. A site council representing all participating departments will make the final decision on the site.

Suggestions for senior week plans must be submitted by Thursday, May 17. A site council representing all participating departments will make the final decision on the site.

Suggestions may be put to use in the activities planning center in the union.
Soil and the Northridge State were eliminated from the CCAA race when they lost a three-game series to the Northridge State.}

**Mustang Classifieds**

**Announcements**

- **Wanted**: Mustang curve ball specialist Sam Sells might as well start sharpening his big pitch for next year. Sophomore Sam and his teammates were eliminated from the CCAA race when they lost three games series to the Northridge Mustangs.

**Sports writing can be hazardous to the health**

by BOB COX

Sports writers are a funny breed. They’re usually frustrated actors who want to write or read action since they’re not talented enough to perform. A man for women (as I made it sound at least) living somewhere.

Anyway for you perspective Jim Murray’s or Howard Cosell’s but there, it might pay you to go ahead and read the rest of this side genre. You might change our mind and decide to become a physicist, or a garbage collector.

Continuing this to sportswriters, since this is where I have had my experience, but it applies equally to broadcasters as well, there are two kinds. Good and Bad.

Well that’s simple enough. The problem is that the writers and the subjects have different ideas of what good and bad constitutes.

The good ones, from this journalist’s point of view, are the ones who write humorously. They use outrageous adjectives, and even worse analogies. They’re sarcastic, and make plenty of use of satire.

The thing about this type of writer is that they’re a pleasure to read, except to the subject.

The other type of sports writer is in the plain, drab, ordinary, and uncontroversial type. The subject, matches and whatever that are involved in sports, love them. You get the score, play-by-play, and a guaranteed cure for insomnia. They’re ordinary, and uncontroversial that’s why they’re so good at it.

They never get any trouble. Well, there’s no accounting for taste, am I mad.

For the colorful one things can get awfully hairy at times, love them. You get the score, play-by-play, and a guaranteed cure for insomnia. They’re ordinary, and uncontroversial that’s why they’re so good at it.

The only problem with the latter was that we weren’t sure whether the writers were illiterate, or it was in hyperbole.

I soon received a letter from the editor in question which made it sound like I had called Jesus Christ a popularity (I’d call him a hot dog (or if he shot like that fellow). They went on so far as to question my writing ability. The only problem with the latter was that we weren’t sure whether the writers were illiterate, or it was in hyperbole.

Another rough moment came when I walked upon a baseball field with a high school paper. Well, this wasn’t my home territory, as if it made any difference, and I noticed a group of desperadoes standing off to one side. They were telling stories, and nothing in my direction.

But for the colorful one things can get awfully hairy at times. Love them. You get the score, play-by-play, and a guaranteed cure for insomnia. They’re ordinary, and uncontroversial that’s why they’re so good at it.

It was obvious that somebody knew something, and somehow they wanted to get it. I had never had such a situation before.
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